Objective Accommodative Amplitude and Dynamics with the 1CU Accommodative Intraocular Lens
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PURPOSE. To compare the objective accommodative amplitude and dynamics of eyes implanted with the one-compartment unit (1CU; HumanOptics AG, Erlangen, Germany) accommodative intraocular lenses (IOLs) with that measured subjectively.

METHODS. Twenty eyes with a 1CU accommodative IOL implanted were refracted and distance and near acuity measured with a logMAR (logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution) chart. The objective accommodative stimulus–response function for static targets between 0.17 and 4.00 D accommodative demand was measured with the SRW-5000 (Shin-Nippon Commerce Inc., Tokyo, Japan) and PowerRefractor (PlusOptix, Nürnberg, Germany) autorefractors. Continuous objective recording of dynamic accommodation was measured with the SRW-5000, with the subject viewing a target moving from 0 to 2.50 D at 0.3 Hz through a Badal lens system. Wavefront aberrometry measures (Zywave; Bausch & Lomb, Rochester, NY) were made through undilated pupils. Subjective amplitude of accommodation was measured with the RAF (Royal Air Force accommodation and vergence measurement) rule.

RESULTS. Four months after implantation best-corrected acuity was $-0.01 \pm 0.16$ logMAR at distance and $0.60 \pm 0.09$ logMAR at near. Objectively, the static amplitude of accommodation was $0.72 \pm 0.38$ D. The average dynamic amplitude of accommodation was $0.71 \pm 0.47$ D, with a lag behind the target of $0.50 \pm 0.48$ seconds. Aberrometry showed a decrease in power of the lens–eye combination from the center to the periphery in all subjects (on average, $-0.38 \pm 0.28$ D/mm). Subjective amplitude of accommodation was $2.24 \pm 0.42$ D. Two years after 1CU implantation, refractive error and distance visual acuity remained relatively stable, but near visual acuity, and the subjective and objective amplitudes of accommodation decreased.

CONCLUSIONS. The objective accommodating effects of the 1CU lens appear to be limited, although patients are able to track a moving target. Subjective and objective accommodation was reduced at the 2-year follow-up. The greater subjective amplitude of accommodation is likely to result from the eye’s depth of focus of and the aspheric nature of the IOL. (Invest Ophthal Mol Vis Sci. 2006;47:1230–1235) DOI:10.1167/iovs.05-0959

Presbyopia is a condition of age, rather than ageing, whereby the normal age-related reduction in amplitude of accommodation reaches a point at which the clarity of vision at near cannot be sustained long enough to satisfy the individual’s requirements.1 The ability to accommodate is essentially lost by the age of 55 years.2 Techniques such as impedance cyclography, ultrasound biomicroscopy, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have shown that the ciliary muscle retains much of its contractility throughout life.3–5 MRI studies of the human eye have shown that for distant viewing, the crystalline lens diameter remains constant, and the ciliary collar diameter decreases with age.6 Laser scanning techniques on in-vitro material suggest that crystalline lens ageing is the principal structural correlate for the loss of accommodation in presbyopia.7 Such studies fail to provide support for recent surgical techniques using scleral expansion bands developed from unconventional theories proposing that the distance between the ciliary muscle and lens equator is reduced with age due to lens growth, causing the zonules to slacken and the lens to bow into a relaxed position.7

Replacing the natural lens with a multifocal intraocular lens (IOL) has been described as an effective surgical method to obtain clear vision at both near and distance.8–10 However, it can lead to a reduction in visual function such as contrast sensitivity11,12 and to symptoms such as glare.13 Mimicking pseudophakic accommodation by refilling the lens capsule with a viscoelastic substance, similar to that found in the young crystalline lens, has received some attention.14–16 However, the proposed principal action of accommodating IOLs currently on the market is an anterior shift.17–19

Subjective amplitude of the accommodation of accommodating IOLs has been measured in several studies and found to be on average 1.35 to 2.36 D.20–25 However, the subjective amplitude of accommodation of a single-piece conventional IOL is approximately 0.42 to 1.08 D, due to depth of focus and the optical aberrations of the human visual system.22,25 A subjective technique of defocusing with ophthalmic lenses has indicated a mean accommodation of $1.6 \pm 0.5$ D with the 1CU (HumanOptics AG, Erlangen, Germany) accommodating IOL compared with that of a single-piece, conventional IOL of $0.55 \pm 0.35$ D.24,25

Attempts to quantify the range of accommodation objectively have included measurement of lens movement, streak retinoscopy, aberrometry and photorefraction.23–26 Quantification of IOL movement has been performed with ultrasound,24,25,27–29 image analysis,29 and partial coherence interferometry,22,24,25,29,30 before and after ciliary muscle contraction using pilocarpine or phenylephrine. The movement of the lens on maximum contraction varies greatly between these studies and between measurement techniques, being on average between 100 and 1040 µm. Approximate objective accommodative range has then been modeled from this movement. It is unknown whether pharmacologically in-
duced accommodation is due to the same effect on the accommodative structure as physiologically induced accommodation.

Streak retinoscopy to static targets (5.00 m vs. 0.35 m) has shown an average range of physiological accommodation of 1.0 to 1.2 D for the 1CU accommodating IOL compared with −0.2 ± 0.2 D for the single-piece conventional IOL control group. Dynamic (7 Hz) aberrometry to stepped distance and near targets has shown changes in defocus of up to 1.0 D, with an average of 0.46 D. Photorefraction using the difference in PowerRefractor (SRW-5000; Shin Nippon, Tokyo, Japan) measures with subjects viewing at 5.00 m compared with −0.35 m have shown a mean amplitude of 1.00 ± 0.44 D compared with 0.35 ± 0.26 D for the single-piece conventional IOL control group.

None of the studies assessing the accommodative facility achieved with an accommodative IOL have quantified the stimulus response curve or the dynamic accommodative response to a moving stimulus, and therefore this study aims to measure these features in patients fitted with the 1CU accommodative IOL. Determining the accommodative stimulus response curve will identify whether the pseudophakic accommodation with an accommodative IOL continues to increase with increasing accommodative demand, asymptotes when accommodative demand exceeds the pseudophakic accommodative range, or even decreases with increased target blur past a peak when the pseudophakic accommodative demand and response are matched. The dynamic accommodative response to a moving stimulus will determine whether the pseudophakic accommodative response is similar in dynamic amplitude to the static amplitude and whether the time course (time lag between the stimulus and response) is similar to that of presbyopic accommodation.

METHODS

Twelve subjects aged 33 to 78 years (average, 60.7 ± 15.4; three men, nine women) gave informed consent to take part in the study. All had phacoemulsification cataract surgery and insertion of a one-component-unit (1CU) accommodative IOL (HumanOptics AG, Erlangen, Germany) implanted in one (four subjects) or both (eight subjects) eyes (20 eyes in total). Inclusion–exclusion criteria were a lenticular opacity affecting the visual demand of the subject, in an otherwise healthy eye (no other ophthalmic abnormality such as diabetic retinopathy, glaucoma, corneal problems or macular problems). The patients received bilateral 1CUs if both eyes met the inclusion–exclusion criteria. Each subject underwent a full subjective binocular refraction at 6 m. Informed consent was obtained from the subjects after explanation of the nature and possible consequences of the study. The research complied with the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by institutional review board.

The 1CU lens is a single-piece, hydrophilic, acrylic, ultraviolet-inhibited IOL with a refractive index of 1.46. It has been shown to result in stable refraction and subjective accommodation over a 1-year period. The central optic portion, 5.5 mm in diameter, is designed to rest postcapsularly after the crystalline lens matrix has been removed by phacoemulsification cataract surgery. The optic has a hinged connection to four haptic legs, which are thinner near the optic, to aid flexibility and allow movement of the optic anteriorly, secondary to ciliary muscle contraction.

The first assessment was conducted a mean of 127.7 ± 70.9 days after lens implantation. After retinoscopy and subjective refraction, best corrected threshold letter acuity was measured at far with high (90%) and low (10%) contrast (at 3 m) and near threshold word acuity at near (40 cm) with logMAR (logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution) progression charts. Each letter was scored as 0.02 logMAR, and guessing was encouraged. Subjects with residual refractive error after surgery were made functionally emmetropic with ultrathin soft contact lenses (Acuvue Dailies, HEMA [hydroxyethyl methacrylate], 58% water content material; Vistakon, Johnson & Johnson, Jacksonville, FL) to ensure that the accommodative demand of the viewing task for each subject was virtually identical.

Amplitude of accommodation was measured with an RAF (Royal Air Force accommodation vergence measurement) binocular gauge (ClementClarke/Haag-Streit, Harlow, UK). Subjects viewed the N6 (0.75 M units) size letters from a distance of 50 cm. The letters were moved (approximately 5 cm/s) toward the subject, until the letters were no longer resolvable. The target was then moved to 10 cm from the subject and steadily moved away from them until the letters were first resolvable. The reciprocal of the average distance between these two measures was taken as the subjective amplitude of accommodation in diopters.

Accommodative responses were measured with the PowerRefractor (PlusOptiX, Nürnberg, Germany) and the SRW-5000 (Shin-Nippon Commerce Inc., Tokyo, Japan) autorefractors through undilated pupils in a randomized order. The subject’s head was positioned on a head and chin rest. The PowerRefractor was positioned 1 m from the subject, aligned with the right eye, but positioned to image both of the subject’s eyes. The SRW-5000 was aligned with the visual axis of the eye under examination and measured the accommodative response of this eye only, although the subject had a binocular open-field view of the targets. Subjects viewed a static 90%-contrast Maltese cross located at 0.17, 0.50, 1.00, 1.50, 2.00, 2.50, 3.00, and 4.00 D of accommodative demand (6.00, 2.00, 1.00, 0.75, 0.50, 0.40, 0.35, and 0.25 m, respectively), in real space (matched for angular subtense and luminance), in random order. Five static readings were taken with both the PowerRefractor (full-refraction mode) and SRW-5000 at each distance. All patients were asked to focus on the target and to try to keep it clear, as if they were reading, while the measurements were obtained. The luminance of the targets was kept constant at 40 lux. This particular luminance was chosen to maintain a pupil size adequate to achieve measurements at all distances with the PowerRefractor. The luminance was kept the same for the SRW-5000 measures, so as not to affect the stimulus response curve.

Continuous recording of dynamic accommodation was measured with the SRW-5000 with the subject viewing a target moving from 0.0 to 2.5 D at 0.3 Hz through a +5.0 D Badal lens system. The SRW-5000 is able to monitor the accommodative response dynamically, with high resolution and a frequency of up to 60 Hz. The data were smoothed by averaging the 10 time points on either side (approximately 0.2 seconds), and blinks were removed. The dynamic amplitude of accommodation and time lag was calculated from the average of five cycles.

Aberrations across the undilated pupil were quantified with a wavefront-sensing device (Zywave; Bausch & Lomb, Rochester, New York) that is based on the Hartman-Shack principle. The measured deviation of the 780-nm wavefront (at 70 –75 locations within the pupil area) as it passed through the optics of the cornea and IOL was assessed in terms of lower order aberrations (i.e., sphere and cylinder, combined to give a predicted photoperfractive refraction [PRP] term).

Subjects’ refraction, best corrected distance and near visual acuity, objective accommodative stimulus response curve (measured with the SRW-5000) and subjective amplitude of accommodation were remeasured a mean of 695.4 ± 124.6 days after phacoemulsification cataract surgery. Lenticular capsule clarity was also assessed by an ophthalmologist with a slit lamp biomicroscope.

Static prescriptions were converted into mean spherical equivalents (MSEs), and the slope and Pearson’s product moment coefficients were calculated.

RESULTS

At 4 months after lens implantation, the residual MSE refractive error of the group, as represented by the subjective refraction, was −0.71 ± 0.44 D. The distribution of residual refractive error is presented in Figure 1. The mean best-corrected dis-
Acuity was 0.007 ± 0.16 logMAR for high-contrast and 0.13 ± 0.22 logMAR for low-contrast letters. The mean near acuity at 40 cm was 0.60 ± 0.09 logMAR and was correlated with pupil size (r = 0.68, P < 0.01).

The subjective amplitude of accommodation measured using the RAF rule averaged 2.24 ± 0.42 D (range, 1.5–2.5 D). Pupil size was correlated with the subjective amplitude of accommodation (r = 0.66). The three eyes with a pupil size of >6 mm had an amplitude of 1.5 D, whereas all other eyes had an amplitude of accommodation between 2.0 and 3.0 D. The larger pupil size occurred in younger subjects, and measures were taken in the dark with the wavefront sensor (Zywave; Bausch & Lomb) using infrared light.

The static objective amplitude of accommodation calculated from stimulus response curves measured with the PowerRefractor averaged 0.32 ± 0.23 D (range, 0.10–0.75; Fig. 2). When measured by the SRW-5000, the static objective amplitude of accommodation averaged 0.72 ± 0.38 D (range, 0.17–1.16; Fig. 2). Quadratic curve fitting over the 0.17- to 4.00-D stimulus range showed a stronger agreement with the SRW-5000 (r² = 0.97) than with the PowerRefractor (slope, 0.11; r² = 0.77). Examining individual stimulus response curves shows that there are several different profiles to the graphs. There was a linear increase in accommodative response with increasing stimulus in four eyes, an increase followed by a decrease in four eyes, an increase only at higher levels of stimulus demand in three eyes, and no apparent increase in accommodative response in seven eyes. The two eyes of those subjects with bilateral implants usually showed a similar pattern.

The average stimulus response vergence slope measured with the PowerRefractor in those subjects with binocular implants was 0.74 (r² = 0.93; Fig. 3). The individual stimulus response vergence slopes averaged 1.35 ± 0.95 (r² = 0.84 ± 0.16). The pupil size decreased with increasing accommodative stimulus demand (decreasing stimulus distance) by 0.10 ± 0.10 mm/D of accommodative stimulus (r² = 0.84; Fig. 4).

The average dynamic amplitude of accommodation measured by the SRW-5000 was 0.71 ± 0.47 D (range, 0.31–1.56 D) with a lag time behind the target of 0.50 ± 0.48 seconds (Fig. 5). There was no significant difference between an individual’s static and dynamic amplitude of accommodation (Fig. 6). There was no significant correlation between the static

**FIGURE 1.** (A) Frequency of residual spherical and mean spherical refractive error and (B) percentage cylindrical error after IOL implantation surgery. Data are from the 4- to 6-month follow-up. n = 20 eyes.

**FIGURE 2.** Accommodative stimulus response curve as measured with the PowerRefractor and the SRW-5000. Data are from the 4- to 6-month follow-up. n = 20 eyes. Error bars, ±1 SD.

**FIGURE 3.** Vergence stimulus response measured with the PowerRefractor. Data are from the 4- to 6-month follow-up. n = 8 subjects with 1CU IOLs in both eyes. Error bars, ±1 SD.
amplitude of accommodation and demographic characteristics, such as age ($r = 0.32; P = 0.21$), time after surgery ($r = 0.03; P = 0.91$), MSE ($r = 0.36; P = 0.16$), corrected distance visual acuity ($r = 0.22; P = 0.40$), corrected near acuity ($r = 0.08; P = 0.77$), pupil size ($r = -0.07; P = 0.80$), or time lag ($r = 0.08; P = 0.77$).

Aberrometry showed a mean decrease in power (PPR) of the lens–eye combination from the center of the pupil to the periphery in all subjects of $-0.38 \pm 0.28$ D/mm (Fig. 7). There was no correlation between the power (13.0–25.0 D) of the implanted 1CU IOL and the objective static ($r^2 = 0.004, P = 0.79$) and dynamic ($r^2 = 0.002, P = 0.85$) amplitude of accommodation, but there was a significant correlation ($r^2 = 0.42, P < 0.01$) with the subjective amplitude of accommodation.

Two years after surgery subjects’ refraction had become more myopic by $-0.26 \pm 0.59$ D ($P < 0.05$). Best corrected distance visual acuity remained relatively unchanged (change, $0.01 \pm 0.22$ logMAR, $P = 0.80$) over the first 2 years after lens implantation, but near visual acuity deteriorated (by $0.12 \pm 0.12$ logMAR, $P < 0.01$). In terms of focusing performance, the objective accommodative stimulus response curve had decreased (by $-0.19 \pm 0.44$ D, $P = 0.13$) as had the subjective amplitude of accommodation (by $-0.25 \pm 0.59$ D, $P = 0.12$), but not significantly. Posterior subcapsular thickening was mild to marked in 16 eyes, with 10 eyes having had YAG laser capsulotomy performed. No other complications were noted.

**DISCUSSION**

The proposed mechanism of an anterior shift of an IOL from contractions of the ciliary body with accommodative effort is the closest mimic of the natural accommodative response presently available.17–19 The subjective amplitude of accommodation reported by several studies, and found in the present study, suggest a mean near point of between 42 and 75 cm, which should be enough to allow a comfortable posture while reading.20–25 However, the anterior shift in IOL is one of several factors contributing to the subjective amplitude of accommodation. The near point of accommodation is also benefited by leaving the patient slightly myopic in correction, as was the case in the population examined.
Quantification of IOL movement has been performed before and after ciliary muscle contraction induced by pharmacological agents, rather than accommodation to a target of known demand, and hence the modeled accommodative results are difficult to compare with subjective findings. Attempts to quantify the range of accommodation objectively, such as streak retinoscopy and photorefrinometry, have only examined the difference between two distances (5.00 and 0.35 m), and they presume that these relate to the extremes of the accommodative range. Also streak retinoscopy relies on the subjective interpretation of the movement of the light reflex across the pupil, and photorefraction accuracy has been questioned. The objective amplitude of accommodation as measured by photorefraction was significantly lower in this study than by the well-validated SRW-5000. Unlike the SRW-5000, photorefraction examines the light reflex across the whole pupil and therefore is influenced by lens aberrations and pupil size changes.

Although the average stimulus response curve was linear over the 1.0- to 4.0-D range, individual curves showed considerable variability. Therefore determining the difference between the objective accommodative response at just two accommodative demands is unlikely to reflect the true accommodative range of an individual. The results also indicate the value of future studies that examine the ability of an individual to maintain accommodation at a set accommodative demand, rather than just measuring a static response. Unlike the accommodative response, the vergence response of individuals with binocular IOL implants was linear, although of reduced amplitude compared with that expected over a 6.0- to 0.25-m range (a slope of 0.74 compared with 1.00 predicted). The ability to track a dynamic target was similar to that recorded previously in presbyopes.

Best corrected distance acuity was excellent in all cases, with an ability to resolve low-contrast letters as well as do young healthy individuals. The purpose of the surgeons was to leave the eyes very slightly myopic when choosing the IOL power from the biometry results. The near acuity at 40 cm was sufficient to read book or newspaper print with relative ease from the biometry results. The near acuity at 40 cm was significantly lower in this study than by the well-validated SRW-5000. Unlike the SRW-5000, photorefraction examines the light reflex across the whole pupil and therefore is influenced by lens aberrations and pupil size changes.

In conclusion, the objective accommodating effects of the IOL appear to be limited, although patients are able to track a moving target and achieve adequate acuity and contrast sensitivity for most visual tasks at distance and near. The average dynamic objective accommodative response to a moving stimulus was similar in amplitude to the objective static accommodative response, although the variability suggests both measures to be important. The pseudophakic accommodative response was similar in dynamics to that of presbyopic accommodation. Subjective and objective accommodation, however, had declined at the 2-year follow-up. The greater subjective, than objective, amplitude of accommodation most likely results from the interaction between the depth of focus of the eye and the aspheric nature of the IOL.
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